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the government would have no troops to depend on and it might
well have to reckon with the still undemobilized units and volunteer
corps as potential enemies. It was one of the best strokes of luck
the republic ever had that when the Reichswehr was constituted
it got a scientific realist soldier with a keen if individual sense of
duty to be its head; an ambitious intriguer or a ruthless romanticist
in the place of Seeckt might well have wrecked Germany and
every hope of recovery for a generation.
The cabinet—into which the Democrats,, once someone else
had accepted responsibility for the treaty., eventually returned—
now found itself harassed on two flanks. On the one the Allies
were pressing constantly and not always considerately for "ful-
filment" of the treaty; on the other there gathered round the
Nationalist party—the party of the old regime which included
nearly all the notable people of Wilhelmian days from Grand
Admiral von Tirpitz to an obscure propagandist of the old Pan-
German League, Wolfgang Kapp—all those who took upon
themselves to represent the "national" cause., made themselves
the centre of the opposition at once to the treaty and the regime,
and did everything they could to hamper the government in what
was perhaps not a completely wholehearted attempt to honour its
signature. The thought of a future revenge had been a power-
ful stimulus to recruitment for the Freikorps, which now became
definitely political. They were no longer merely forces against a
foreign enemy and internal anarchy; they were forces of reaction
and counter-revolution. The position of the Freikorps mostly
under junior officers and officials was immensely strengthened by
the more or less open patronage of a great political party and, as
their ranks filled and their action grew more violent, the Allies
grew more and more insistent on their disbandment The demand
was just and right., but it was exceedingly difficult for the govern-
ment to fulfil it owing to the strength of the Freikorps and their
prestige in many parts of the nation. Lacking a reliable police and
military force, its writ hardly ran outside Berlin and, in South
Germany, state governments openly defied the central govern-
ment by taking the Freikorps to all intents and purposes under
their protection. The crisis came when the Allies insisted on the

